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I strongly believe that the order of the releases of Microchips
MPLAB XC8 were a reflection of its development plans. In other
words, the compiler was developed to be more like the MPLAB
PRO C compiler in that it did not include all of the features of
the full language. MPLAB X IDE v4.2 is released over two years
after version 4.0. Its available for download from Microchips
Download Site.You can use the command line to
activate/update the XC8 Compiler if you wish but it is not
required. However, it is strongly recommended that you use
MPLAB XC8 v4.2 with the latest version of the MPLAB X IDE.
Dont waste your time browsing for examples. Let them come
to you. New Project Explorer window leads you to your
projects. It displays all of compilers many included examples
by default. But simply point the path to any other folder and
fast recursion-search algorithm will extract all of projects
inside and will display a tree view of your project files up to
any depth. I strongly believe that the order of the releases of
Microchips MPLAB XC8 were a reflection of its development
plans. In other words, the compiler was developed to be more
like the MPLAB PRO C compiler in that it did not include all of
the features of the full language. Microchips provide free
registration to their sites for three months after the release of
any of their products. This was a great thing for me since I
wasnt paying for the license to the newest version of the
MPLAB X IDE but they were finally giving me the entire set of
tools to work with the latest compiler. Unfortunately, I still
waited weeks to get my license before I could update my
compiler to the latest version.
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this was just a basic demonstration. in the same manner, there
are registers for numerous operations in the microcontroller.

you have to set the register and provide some command and it
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will be carried out. pic 16f877a also has general purpose
resisters and ram so you can even use a lot of variables and

constants. it supports floating point arithmetic and ascii values
also. programming in hi-tech c is just like programming in any
other c compiler with some additional commands. if you are
developing code for any of microchips 8-bit mcu devices and

you wish to upgrade your toolset to include the new version of
mplab xc8 c compiler, there are several options available to

you. note in the following suggestions that whenever
mentioned, v4.2 or later of the mplab x ide must be run in
order to build with the v2.0 mplab xc8 compiler and have

access to its new features. although its getting old the pic24 or
pic33 chips are way more powerfull and come with a free c
compiler based on gcc. the explore 16 development board
takes any one of a whole variety of pic chips mounted on

header cards, and has three pictail expansion ports, for which
microchip make available a large range of peripheral chips

including ethernet and memory cards. you can activate your
compiler license using one of the following methods: enter
your serial number and serial number confirmation code

activate your license using a serial number printed on your
invoice activate your license by providing your valid email
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